Abstract-A feedback control strategy that achieves convergence of a multi-agent system to a desired formation configuration avoiding at the same time collisions is proposed. The collision avoidance objective is handled by a decentralized navigation function that vanishes when the desired formation tends to be realized. When inter-agent objectives that specify the desired formation cannot occur simultaneously in the state space the desired formation is infeasible. It is shown that under certain assumptions, formation infeasibility forces the agents velocity vectors to a common value at steady state. This provides a connection between formation infeasibility and flocking behavior for the multi-agent system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent Navigation is a field that has recently gained increasing attention both in the robotics and the control communities, due to the need for autonomous control of more than one mobile robotic agents in the same workspace. While most efforts in the past had focused on centralized planning, specific real-world applications have lead researchers throughout the globe to turn their attention to decentralized concepts. The motivation for this work comes from many application domains one of the most important of which is the field of micro robotics, ([14] , [7] ), where a team of a potentially large number of autonomous micro robots must cooperate in the sub micron level.
Among the various specifications that the control design aims to impose on the multi-agent team, formation convergence and achievement of flocking behavior are two objectives that have been pursued extensively in the last few years. The main feature of formation control is the cooperative nature of the equilibria of the system. Agents must converge to a desired configuration encoded by the interagent relative positions. Many feedback control schemes that achieve formation stabilization to a desire formation in a distributed manner have been proposed in literature, see for example [20] , [12] , [11] , [3] for some recent efforts. Of particular interest is also the so-called agreement problem, in which agents must converge to the same point in the state space ( [15] , [18] , [2] , [9] ). On the other hand, flocking behavior involves convergence of the velocity vectors and orientations of the agents to a common value at steady state; contributions include [8] , [19] , [17] . In this paper, the problem of formation control is considered. The main feature of formation control is the cooperative nature of the equilibria of the system. Agents must converge to a desired configuration encoded by the inter-agent relative positions. Inspired by our previous work ( [3] , [5] ) involving decentralized navigation and collision avoidance of multiagent systems to non-cooperative equilibria (i.e. each agent had a specific goal configuration not related to the positions of the others) in this paper we propose a methodology that handles the problem of formation control satisfying at the same time, the collision avoidance objective for the sphere world case. We must note that the same problem has been considered in [20] for the point world case. In this paper, we exploit our previous results to treat the sphere world case.
In most cases, formation convergence involves kinematic models of the agents' motion, while flocking behavior dynamic ones. Hence the problem of flocking motion has rarely been examined in the context of kinematic models of motion. In this paper, a connection between formation infeasibility and flocking behavior for multiple kinematic agents is established. Formation infeasibility is equivalent to the case when inter-agent objectives cannot occur simultaneously in the state space. By decoupling the two objectives (collision avoidance and formation convergence) it is shown that under certain assumptions formation infeasibility forces the agents velocity vectors to a common value at steady state.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section II presents the system definition and problem statement. Section III presents the proposed control scheme. The stability analysis is provided in section IV. Section V contains an interesting result relating formation infeasibility and flocking behavior. In section VI computer simulation results are presented while section VII summarizes the conclusions and indicates our current research.
II. SYSTEM AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
Consider a system of N spherical agents operating in the same workspace W ⊂ R 2 . Each agent i occupies a disc: R = {q ∈ R 2 : q − q i ≤ r i } in the workspace where q i ∈ R 2 is the center of the disc and r i is the radius of the agent. The configuration space is spanned by q = [q 1 , . . . , q N ]
T . The motion of each agent is described by the single integrator:
where u i denotes the velocity (control input) for each agent. Each agents' objective is to converge to a desired relative The objective of each agent i is to be stabilized in a desired relative position c ij with respect to each member j of N i , avoiding at the same time collisions.
Collision avoidance is meant in the sense that no intersections occur between the agents' discs. Thus we want to assure that q i (t) − q j (t) > r i + r j , ∀i, j ∈ N , i = j for each time instant t. This is a key difference of collision avoidance of non-point agents with respect to point agents. In the latter case, collisions (in the two dimensional world) occur only when q i (t) − q j (t) = 0 for some i, j. This is not the case for the non-point world as can be seen by the previous equation. Thus a different machinery is used in the non-point case. In previous work [5] , [13] , [3] we used the navigation functions approach, established by Koditschek and Rimon in the seminal paper [10] , to achieve collision avoidance and destination convergence for multiple spherical agents. In this paper the destination convergence objective is replaced by formation convergence.
Hence, the problem treated in this paper can be stated as follows: "derive a set of control laws (one for each agent) that drives the team of agents from any initial configuration to the desired formation configuration avoiding, at the same time, collisions.". The following assumptions highlight the level of decentralization of the approach: 1) Each agent has only knowledge of the position of agents located in a cyclic neighborhood of specific radius d C at each time instant, where
is called the sensing zone of agent i. Hence apart from knowledge of agent located in N i ,i has also knowledge of the positions of agents in S i . 2) Each agent knows the exact number of agents in the workspace.
3) The workspace is bounded and spherical. Specifically W = {q : q ≤ R w }, where R w denotes the workspace radius. 4) The formation graph is undirected, in the sense that
There are no conflicting inter-agent objectives, in the
6) The formation configuration is feasible, in the sense that ∃q : 
III. CONTROL STRATEGY
The proposed feedback control strategy for agent i is defined as
where K i , D i are positive gains. The function γ i : W → R + represents the control objective for agent i: converging to a desired relative configuration with respect to each j ∈ N i . A suitable choice is:
Function ϕ i is a navigation function that ensures collision avoidance between agents in the team. Inspired by our previous work on decentralized navigation functions ( [5] , [3] ), ϕ i is constructed to assure collision avoidance between the agents in a decentralized manner:
The function G i serves as an encoder of all possible collision schemes between agent i and the rest of the team. It is designed in such a way to ensure that the boundary of the free space of each agent is repulsive with respect to the produced gradient motion. The free space for each agent is defined as the subset of W which is free of collisions with the other agents. Collision avoidance is reassured in a bounded workspace and for appropriate tuning of the controller gains.
Under the assumptions of the previous section, G i is defined so that each agent takes into account the positions of agents that are within its sensing zone at each time instant. However, decentralization is restricted by the fact that the construction of G i requires knowledge of the exact number of agents in the state space. The parameter k is a positive constant which as shall be shown in the sequel must be sufficiently large to guarantee system stability. The constructive procedure to define G i and more details can be found in [3] (see also [4] for the global sensing case). Function f i is defined in such a way to ensure that the repulsive potential vanishes when inter-agent distances are sufficiently large. This function has also been used in our previous work ( [5] , [3] ) and was introduced in [21] . We define the function f i by:
where X, Y = f i (0) > 0 are positive scalar constants. The parameters a j are evaluated so that f i is maximized when G i → 0 and minimized when G i = X. We also require that f i is continuously differentiable at X. Therefore we have:
The parameter X serves as a sensing parameter that activates the f i function whenever possible collisions are bound to occur. The only requirement we have for X is that it must be small enough to guarantee that f i vanishes whenever the system has reached its equilibrium set, i.e. when q ∈ S. In mathematical terms:
This constraint ensures that the repulsive potential vanishes at the formation configurations.
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS

A. Tools from Algebraic Graph Theory
In this subsection we review some tools from algebraic graph theory that we shall use in the stability analysis the next sections. The following can be found in any standard textbook on algebraic graph theory(e.g. [1] ).
For an undirected graph G with n vertices the adjacency matrix A = A(G) = (a ij ) is the n × n matrix given by a ij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E and a ij = 0 otherwise. The degree d i of vertex i is defined as the number of its neighboring vertices, i.e. d i = {#j : (i, j) ∈ E}. Let ∆ be the n × n diagonal matrix of d i 's. The (combinatorial) Laplacian of G is the symmetric positive semidefinite matrix L = ∆−A. The Laplacian captures many interesting topological properties of the graph. Of particular interest in our case is the fact that for a connected graph, the Laplacian has a single zero eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector is the vector of ones, − → 1 . The last property has lead to the interesting result regarding the connection between formation non-feasibility and flocking behavior discussed in section V. The next subsection contains the stability analysis of the formation scheme.
B. Stability of a feasible formation
Convergence of the agents to the desired formation configuration is guaranteed by the following theorem:
Theorem 1: Assume that the following hold:
• The equilibrium set in nonempty, i.e. E q = ∅.
• X is small enough to guarantee that if ∃i : 
Remembering that
1/k the closed loop dynamics of the system are given by:
and the matrices
Without loss of generality, we assume that D i = D for all i. We will use interchangeably the notation D both for the matrix D as well as for its equal elements. The matrix Q is defined by the following relation:
Analytic expressions for the elements of the matrices Q i can be found in [4] . Each Q i is symmetric, i.e.
The matrix L corresponds to the desired inter-agent relative positions and can be shown to be related with the Laplacian of the formation graph by the relation L = L⊗I 2 . That's a crucial result regarding the behavior of the system as we shall we in the next section.
The gradient of i γ i can be calculated by
Similarly, the gradient of i ϕ i is calculated by
By using the notation z ∆ = Lq + c l , the derivative of the candidate Lyapunov function is now calculated aṡ
where
T the Hermitian part of the matrix M and λ min (H(M )) its largest negative eigenvalue. The positive definiteness of the matrix M cannot be guaranteed due to the fact that each agent has to take into account in the conflict resolution procedure agents that do not belong in its neighboring set. The Hermitian part of the matrix
, where
After some calculation, we have
Specific bounds on each of the terms in the last relations are provided in [4] . In particular in [4] it is shown that the term σ i is always negative and bounded and its bounds are given by 0 ≤ |σ i | ≤ Θ k where Θ is a scalar positive parameter.
This relation, along with the fact that the σ i terms are present in the analytic expressions of (H k ) ij , k = 2, 3, 4 helps us in deriving bounds on k that ensure asymptotic stability.
In the following analysis we make use of the following theorems from matrix analysis ( [6] ) to provide an estimate of λ min (H(M )):
Theorem 4.1: Given a matrix A ∈ R n×n then all its eigenvalues lie in the union of n discs:
Each of these discs is called a Gersgorin disc of A.
Corollary 4.2:
Given a matrix A ∈ R n×n and n positive real numbers p 1 , . . . , p n then all the eigenvalues of A lie in the union of n discs: Corollary 4 .2 provides the following estimates for the eigenvalues corresponding to these rows:
The form of (H 2 ) ij guarantees that max
k , where Θ 2 a positive finite bound that corresponds to the upper bounds of the terms A
The fact that these bounds are finite is discussed in [4] . Θ 2 can be calculated explicitly after a series of maximizations on the terms involved in (H 2 ) ij . The fact that the exponent k appears in the denominator is a direct consequence of the fact that a term of the form σ i is present in every byproduct of (H 2 ) ij . The corresponding eigenvalues of the matrix H(M ) can be rendered strictly positive by tuning k large enough as shown in the following:
Notice that there is no restriction on how to choose the parameters p 2N +j of the last 2N rows, provided that they are finite.
Repeating the procedure for the submatrices H 3 , H 4 does not guarantee positive definiteness because a careful examination of the analytic forms of (H 3 ) ij , (H 4 ) ij reveals that some elements of the main diagonal of H 4 could be zero while some corresponding elements of the i-th row corresponding to H 3 can be nonzero. Hence the Gersgorin discs may intersect with the left half plane of the imaginary axis. However, the following procedure shows that the largest negative eigenvalue can be rendered sufficiently small to guarantee negative definiteness ofV .
Application of LaSalle's invariance principle ensures the convergence of the system to the largest invariant subset of the set S = {q : Lq + c l = 0} which corresponds to the desired formation configuration. ♦ Note that the sets S = {q : Lq + c l = 0}, q : X < G i (q)∀i always intersect due to the constraint (6), provided that the equilibrium set is non-empty.
It is obvious that the second assumption of the theorem statement guarantees the finiteness of the bound on k that leads to asymptotic stability. However it is not as restrictive as it seems since X can be chosen small enough to ensure the validity of the assumption.
V. FORMATION NON-FEASIBILITY RESULTS IN FLOCKING
BEHAVIOR
The key assumption behind the stability analysis of the previous section is formation feasibility, namely that there exists a configuration q ∈ W such that Lq +c l = 0. But what happens when there does not exist such a configuration in the state space? The answer is contained in the next theorem:
Theorem 2: Assume that the following hold:
3) The formation graph is connected. Under these assumptions, the system reaches a configuration in which all agents have the same velocities and orientations.
Proof : Equation (8) guarantees that the system converges to a configuration than minimizes Lq + c l . Since Lq + c l min > 0 we have Lq+c l = c at steady state, where c is a constant nonzero vector. Hence Lq = 0 at steady state. Assumption 2 and eq.(7) guarantee that at steady state the dynamics of the system are given byq = −D (Lq + c l ) = 0. Using the notation v x , v y for the n-dimensional stack vectors of the components of the agents' velocities in the x, y directions at steady state, we have
The last relation and the fact thatq = 0 guarantees that at least one of the vectors v x , v y is nonzero. It is obvious that the form of c l ,L is directly related to the form of the resulting flock. The exact hidden relation is quite interesting and is a topic of current research.
VI. SIMULATIONS
To verify the results of the previous paragraphs we provide two nontrivial computer simulations.
The first simulation involves convergence to a feasible formation configuration. Specifically, we implement the line formation of figure 1 It can easily be seen that this is not a feasible formation configuration and that the formation graph is connected. Screenshots I-V show the evolution in time of the multi agent team. As can be seen in this figure, the interagent velocities vectors are stabilized at steady state to a common value. This is shown also in the velocity diagram of the last screenshot. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A feedback control strategy that achieves convergence of a multi-agent system to a desired formation configuration avoiding at the same time collisions was proposed. The collision avoidance objective is handled by a decentralized navigation function that vanishes when the desired formation tends to be realized. When inter-agent objectives that specify the desired formation cannot occur simultaneously in the state space the desired formation is infeasible. It was shown that under certain assumptions, formation infeasibility forces the agents velocity vectors to a common value at steady state. This provides a connection between formation infeasibility and flocking behavior for the multi-agent system. Current research involves further studying the connection between the Laplacian of the formation graph and of the inter-agent desired positions' vector c l with the resulting flock in the case of formation infeasibility as well as building a similar control scheme for formation convergence of nonholonomic agents.
